We consider the problem of evaluating the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the sum of order statistics, which serves to compute outage probability (OP) values at the output of generalized selection combining receivers. Generally, closed-form expressions of the CDF of the sum of order statistics are unavailable for many practical distributions. Moreover, the naive Monte Carlo (MC) method requires a substantial computational effort when the probability of interest is sufficiently small. In the region of small OP values, we instead propose two effective variance reduction techniques that yield a reliable estimate of the CDF with small computing cost. The first estimator, which can be viewed as an importance sampling estimator, has bounded relative error under a certain assumption that is shown to hold for most of the challenging distributions. A possible improvement of this estimator is then proposed for the Pareto and the Weibull cases. The second is a conditional MC estimator that achieves the bounded relative error property for the generalized Gamma case and the logarithmic efficiency for the Log-normal case. Finally, the efficiency of these estimators is compared via various numerical simulations.
I. INTRODUCTION
O RDER statistics play an important role in the performance analysis of wireless communication systems over fading channels [1] . For instance, in the generalized selection combining (GSC) model combined with maximum ratio combining (MRC) diversity technique, the output signalto-noise-ratio (SNR) is expressed as the partial sum of ordered channel gains, i.e. squares of the amplitudes of the fading channels. More specifically, this scheme selects and combines the L largest SNRs among a total of N diversity branches [2] . The GSC diversity scheme combined with MRC is then a Manuscript generalization of MRC and selection combining (SC) diversity techniques. The partial sum of order statistics is also encountered when GSC is combined with equal gain combining (EGC) diversity technique. In fact, the outage probability (OP) under this model turns out to be equivalent to evaluating the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the sum of ordered channel amplitudes variates [3] . Therefore, from these two examples, it is of major practical interest to evaluate the CDF of the sum of ordered random variables (RVs) as it can serve to compute OP values at the output of GSC diversity receivers combined with either MRC or EGC. Closed-form expressions of the CDF of the partial sum of order RVs exist only for particular distributions. In [4] , a moment generating function (MGF) approach has been derived to determine the joint statistics of partial sums of ordered RVs and in particular closed-form expressions have been presented for the exponential RV. A further work on the joint statistics of partial sums of ordered exponential RVs, useful for instance for the analysis of OP of GSC receivers subject to self-interference, has been developed in [5] . Based on an equivalent methodology to [4] , closed-form results on partial sums of ordered Gamma variates have been developed in [6] which in particular applies to OP computation at the output of GSC combined with MRC receivers over the Nakagami fading channel. Further order statistics results in the Nakagami fading model are in [2] and [7] .
In the particular scheme where all ordered RVs are combined, i.e. this corresponds to the case L = N , the CDF of the sum of either channel gains (MRC) or channel amplitudes (EGC) has been extensively studied in the literature. Closed-form expressions of OP at the output of MRC diversity receivers exist for particular fading models such as independent Nakagami-m [8] and independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) κ − μ and η − μ [9] . Moreover, closed-form approximations have been proposed for sum of Log-normal [10] , [11] , Weibull [12] , and Rayleigh [13] distributions. On the other hand, efficient simulation methods have been also developed for the estimation of the CDF of the sum of RVs such as the Log-normal [3] , [14] - [17] and the Generalied Gamma [3] .
In the general case where L < N and apart from the exponential and Gamma RVs, closed-form expressions of the CDF of partial sums of ordered RVs are out of reach for many challenging distributions and are still open problems. This is for instance the case of the Log-normal RV which models shadowing [18] and weak-to-moderate turbulence channels in free space optical communication systems [19] . The Weibull variate, which has also received an increasing interest and has been shown to fit realistic propagation channels [20] , is another example where the CDF of sums of order statistics is not known to possess a closed-form expression. Thus, it is important to propose alternative approaches to compute the CDF of sums of ordered RVs with arbitrary distributions. The authors in [21] and [22] have proposed an integral expression of the MGF of the output SNR, whose integrand is a function of the incomplete MGF, when GSC is combined with MRC and EGC that is applicable to any fading channels. Note that in the case where the incomplete MGF is not available in closed form (the cases of Log-normal and the Generalized Gamma distributions), it is up to researchers to use the adequate numerical integration method to evaluate this quantity. Furthermore, in addition to the fact that the MGF of the resulting SNR expression in [21] and [22] has to be evaluated using a numerical method, the evaluation of the OP requires a numerical method as well. Hence, one has to control these errors terms. Note also that, for the independent and not identically distributed (i.n.i.d) setting, when both values of N and L are large and their difference is significant, the complexity of the approaches in [21] and [22] becomes large. In [23] , the authors have proposed expressions of OP for various diversity combining techniques. However, for the particular GSC receivers combined with MRC or EGC, the OP values are given by high-dimensional integral expressions. Hence, given that non-probabilistic integration methods suffer from the curse of dimensionality, it is not feasible to employ these routines in the high-dimensional setting without the use of Monte Carlo methods.
The use of naive Monte Carlo (MC) method can constitute a good alternative to estimate the CDF of partial sums of ordered RVs. Note, however, that more attention is accorded to small OP values, i.e. left-tail of the sum of ordered RVs. This is motivated by ultra reliable 5G networks [24] as well as ultra reliable high speed/high capacity wireless backhaul used to interconnect access points/base stations in dense small cell deployment. As such, one may expect low OP values of the order of 10 −9 . In this region, i.e. region of small OP values, it is well known that the naive MC method is computationally expensive, requiring a substantial amount of samples to yield an accurate estimate of the left-tail of the CDF. This motivates our work in which we aim to propose efficient variance reduction MC techniques that yield very precise estimates of the CDF of the sum of ordered RVs with small computing cost [25] . The main contributions of our paper are summarized as follows:
• We provide a universal importance sampling (IS) estimator [25] and show that it has bounded relative error, a relevant property in the context of rare event simulation, under a mild assumption that is shown to hold for many challenging distributions. A non-exhaustive list includes for instance the Generalized Gamma (and in particular the Gamma and the Weibull distributions), and the κ − μ distributions (which includes the Rice distribution as a particular case). A possible improvement of the universal IS estimator is then proposed for two particular scenarios: the Pareto and the Weibull (with shape parameters between zero and one). • We propose a second estimator based on the use of conditional MC approach and show that it achieves the bounded relative error property for the Generalized Gamma case and the logarithmic efficiency, a weaker property than the bounded relative error, for the Lognormal case. • We identify the regions in which the IS estimators outperform the conditional MC estimator and vice versa. Moreover, the smoothness of the conditional MC estimator enables us the further improve its convergence rate via the use of the Quasi MC method. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the problem setting and define the main concepts. The universal IS estimator is presented in Section III. In the same section, we present two variants of this estimator for the Pareto and the Weibull scenarios. In Section IV, an alternative estimator based on the use of conditional MC is described. Finally, some selected numerical results are shown in Section V to compare the performances of the proposed estimators.
II. PROBLEM SETTING
We consider a sequence of i.i.d RVs X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X N with common probability density function (PDF) f (·). Our objective is to propose efficient MC methods to evaluate the following quantity
where γ th is the threshold value, X (k) represents the k th order statistic such that X (1) ≥ X (2) ≥ · · · ≥ X (N ) , and L is an integer satisfying 1 ≤ L ≤ N . The above expression of is a useful metric in the performance analysis of wireless communication systems, operating over fading channels. An example of application is that of transmissions between a single-antenna transmitter and an N -antennas receiver. Then, the quantity L k=1 X (k) corresponds to the total SNR when the receiver selects the L best individual SNR reaching each of the diversity branches. In this case, the quantity corresponds to the OP at the output of GSC combined with MRC receivers. In particular, when L = 1, the expression in (1) corresponds to the OP at the output of SC receivers and to the OP at the output of MRC diversity receivers when L = N .
Unfortunately, a closed-form expression of is generally out of reach for many challenging distributions including, for instance, the Log-normal and the Generalized Gamma. An alternative approach to approximate is then through the use of naive MC simulations. However, it is well-known that for small values of , which is the case in typical wireless communication systems, the naive MC method is not practical, since it requires a substantial number of simulations to ensure a precise estimate of . In fact, the relative error of the naive MC estimator, i.e. its standard deviation divided by , is
where M is the number of samples. Thus, for small values of , the relative error is approximately 1/ √ M and it rapidly blows up. More precisely, the number of samples must increase with the order of 1/ in order to maintain a good level of accuracy. Variance reduction techniques can deliver a reliable estimate of with fewer number of runs compared to naive MC simulations. Before delving into the core of our paper, it is important to define some performance metrics that serve to measure the efficiency of an unbiased estimator [25] , [26] . Let be an estimator of with E[] = , we say that is logarithmic efficient when
or equivalently for all > 0
Note that the limit in (2) cannot be made larger since
is always less than 2 from Jensen's inequality. Note also that the naive MC estimator is not logarithmically efficient since the limit in (2) is equal to 1. It is worth mentioning that when the logarithmic efficiency holds, the number of samples required to meet a given accuracy is o( − ), for all > 0. A stronger criterion than the logarithmic efficiency is the bounded relative error which holds when lim sup
Such a property implies that the number of samples needed to achieve a given accuracy remains bounded regardless of how small is. Finally, a further stronger criterion is the asymptotically vanishing relative error property:
When this criterion holds, the number of simulation runs to meet an accuracy requirement gets smaller as decreases.
III. IMPORTANCE SAMPLING ESTIMATOR
In this section we present our first estimator of . Let X = (X 1 , · · · , X N ) and S = {x = (x 1 , · · · , x N ) :
L k=1 x (k) ≤ γ th } and consider another set S 1 that includes S with the assumption that P (X ∈ S 1 ) is known in closed form. Then, the probability is re-written as
Hence, an estimator of is given by the use of naive MC simulation to estimate P (X ∈ S|X ∈ S 1 ). More specifically, from the above expression, we may write as
where g(·) is the PDF under which X is distributed according to its original PDF truncated over S 1 , 1 is equal to P (X ∈ S 1 ), and 1 (·) is the indicator function. It is worth mentioning that IS may be viewed as an IS estimator with biased PDF g(·). Now, we discuss how to select S 1 in order to achieve a substantial amount of variance reduction. Intuitively, the set S 1 has to be selected such that 1 is close to since the variance of IS is given by
Thus, we clearly point out that the closer 1 to , the smaller the variance of IS is, and hence the more efficient is the estimator IS . In particular, the estimator IS has bounded relative error when 1 / is asymptotically bounded as γ th goes to 0, and has asymptotically vanishing relative error in the case where 1 / approaches 1 as γ th goes to 0.
In the next subsection, we propose the simplest choice of S 1 that has the feature of being applicable to any distribution and prove that the bounded relative error holds under a mild assumption that is valid for most of the challenging distributions.
A. Universal IS Estimator
The simplest choice of the set S 1 is as follows
The probability 1 is therefore given by
The efficiency of this IS estimator is given in the following proposition Proposition 1: For distributions satisfying P (
Hence, the bounded relative error property holds. Proof: Let us first lower bound the probability of interest as follows
Hence, we get
The assumption P (
is not restrictive since it is satisfied by many challenging distributions such that the Generalized Gamma (which includes in particular the Gamma and the Weibull distributions), and the κ − μ distributions, see [27] . The universal estimator is easily extended to the i.n.i.d setting. In this case, the probability 1 is given as follows
Moreover, when the assumption of Proposition 1 is satisfied for each
as γ th → 0, then the bounded relative error property remains valid in the i.n.i.d setting as well. In particular when L = N , this IS estimator, with the assumption in Proposition 1, is the first to achieve the bounded relative error property in the i.n.i.d case since, to the best of the authors' knowledge, this property has only been achieved in the i.i.d setting [3] .
We have great freedom for the choice of S 1 -our choice in (9) is just one possibility among many others, and one can find S 1 specialized for a particular choice of a distribution. In this way, the specialized estimator can outperform the universal IS one. This is the aim of the following two subsections, where we propose special choices for S 1 in the Pareto and Weibull cases. We show numerically that, at least in some cases, these specialized estimators outperform the universal IS estimator.
is given as
with α > 0. It is easy to observe that if we define Y i = α log (1 + X i ), i = 1, · · · , N, then Y i has an exponential distribution with mean 1. Using this transformation, is rewritten as follows
Now, we will take advantage of the convexity of the exponential function to construct the set S 1 . Let λ i > 0 such that
Hence, the set S 1 is selected as
The remaining work is to compute 1 and to provide a procedure on how to generate samples according to g(·). By denoting γ 1 = α log(γ th + L) + L k=1 λ k log(λ k ) and exploiting the following representation of the order statistics Y (1) , · · · , Y (L) , see [25] 
where Z 1 , · · · , Z N are i.i.d exponential RVs with mean 1, it follows that 1 is given by
where
Hence, 1 turns out to be the CDF of the sum of independent exponential RVs. A closed-form expression of 1 is as follows, see [28] ,
with exp (γ 1 A) being the matrix exponential of γ 1 A and
Now, we answer the question on how we generate samples truncated over the set S 1 . To this end, we use the representation (19) and sample Z 1 , · · · , Z N , which are exponentially distributed with mean 1, conditional on the event
This can be efficiently performed by letting T i = β i Z i /γ 1 and using a uniform distribution over { N i=1 T i ≤ 1} as acceptance-rejection proposal. The following algorithm provides all steps to sample Z 1 , · · · , Z N conditional on the event (19) .
2) Efficiency:
We investigate in this part the efficiency of the proposed IS scheme. The main result is in the following proposition.
Proposition 2: Let λ k = 1/L for all k ∈ {1, · · · , L}. Then, we have lim sup
Thus, the bounded relative error property holds. Proof: Let us upper bound 1 as follows
Now, the probability is lower bounded as follows
Therefore, we deduce that lim sup
and hence the proof is concluded.
C. Weibull Case
1) The Approach: we consider the case where X 1 , · · · , X N are i.i.d Weibull variates with PDF
where η is the scale parameter, α is the shape parameter which is assumed, in this part, to satisfy 0 < α < 1. Consider now the RVs Y i = (X i /η) α , i = 1, · · · , N. Then, it easy to show that Y i , i = 1, · · · , N are i.i.d exponential RVs with mean 1.
Hence, is re-expressed as
Let
Then, using the convexity of y → y 1/α on the positive axis for 0 < α < 1, we get
Therefore, S 1 is selected as
Using the same idea as in the Pareto case, the value of 1 is written as
with
Thus, a closed-form formula for 1 is given as
the truncated PDF over S 1 , acceptance-rejection is again used and yields an algorithm similar to Algorithm 1.
2) Efficiency:
The main result is provided as follows: Proposition 3: For 0 < α < 1 and arbitrary values of λ k , k = 1, · · · , L, we have lim sup
Hence, the bounded relative error property holds. Proof: We use the same steps as in the proof of bounded relative error for Pareto case. In fact, the value of 1 satisfies
On the other hand, we have
Thus, we get lim sup
Note that, in contrast to the Pareto case where the bounded relative error property holds only for equal values of λ k , k = 1, · · · , L, the bounded relative error holds in the Weibull case for arbitrarily values of λ k satisfying λ k > 0 and L k=1 λ k = 1. Thus, the values of λ k can be optimized in order to achieve the largest amount of variance reduction. In other words, we may select the values of λ k that minimize the value 1 and hence minimize the variance of the estimator IS .
IV. CONDITIONAL MC ESTIMATOR
The Log-normal distribution is an example for which the assumption in Proposition 1, required to ensure the bounded relative error, is not satisfied. However, we may easily prove in this case that the logarithmic efficiency is achieved by the universal IS estimator. Therefore, it would be important to construct a competitor estimator for the Log-normal case and investigate its efficiency with respect to the universal IS estimator. This is the objective of this section where we propose an alternative estimator of based on the use of conditional MC. In addition to the Log-normal distribution, this conditional MC estimator applies to the Generalized Gamma distribution. For each case, we present the conditional MC estimator along with its corresponding efficiency results.
A. Generalized Gamma Case
1) The Approach: We start by considering the particular Weibull case. This will facilitate the understanding of the approach in the Generalized Gamma case. From the expression of in (29) , the idea of the conditional MC estimator is to use the fact that exponential RV Y i is equal in distribution to G × S i where G is a Gamma distribution with shape N and scale 1 and S = (S 1 , · · · , S N ) are uniformly distributed over the simplex {s i > 0, N i=1 s i = 1} and independent of G, see [25] . Then, using this representation, the probability can be expressed as
Let F G (·) be the CDF of the Gamma RV G. By conditioning on S 1 , S 2 , · · · , S N , we get
Therefore the conditional MC estimator is given bŷ
The case of the Generalized Gamma distribution is essentially based on the same methodology as above. In fact, let X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X N be a sequence of i.i.d generalized Gamma RVs whose common PDF is given by
It can be easily shown that Y 1/p , where Y is a Gamma distribution with scale parameter a p and shape parameter d/p, has the same Generalized Gamma distribution. Therefore, the probability is given by
Similarly to the Weibull case, we exploit the following representation of the Gamma RVs Y 1 , Y 2 , · · · , Y N , see [25] 
where S = (S 1 , · · · , S N ) follows a Dirichlet distribution with parameters (d/p, · · · , d/p) and V follows a gamma distribution with scale parameter a p and shape parameter N d/p. Note that S and V are independent. Hence, following this representation, the probability of interest can be expressed as
Therefore, by conditioning on S, it follows that
where F V (·) is the CDF of the Gamma RV V which is given by
where Γ(·) and γ(·, ·) are respectively the Gamma and the lower incomplete Gamma functions [29] . Thus, the conditional MC estimator iŝ
In the implementation of the above estimator, S can be generated for instance using [25, Algorithm 4.67].
2) Efficiency: The efficiency of the conditional MC estimator is given in the following proposition.
Proposition 4: The conditional MC estimator has bounded relative error for all 1 < L ≤ N lim sup
Proof: In a first stage, we start by proving the result for N = L. Then, the extension to the general case will be straightforward. Let us first consider the case where p ≥ 1, the second moment of the conditional MC estimator is bounded by
where we have used the fact that N k=1 S k = 1. Via the use of the asymptotic behavior of the incomplete Gamma function, γ(c, t) ∼ c 1 t c as t → 0 [29], we have, for a sufficiently small γ th ,
where C 1 is a constant independent of γ th . On the other hand, the probability is lower bounded as follows
Again, using the asymptotic behavior of the incomplete gamma function, we get for a sufficiently small values of γ th
where C 2 is a constant independent of γ th . Hence, the bounded relative error property holds for p ≥ 1. In the case where p < 1, we use the convexity of the function x → x 1/p to get
Then, we use the same steps as in the case where p ≥ 1 to conclude the proof. The proof of the bounded relative error for the case 1 < L < N is straightforward from the above proof. Let us start with the case where p ≥ 1. The second moment is bounded by
Then, using the fact that N
The lower bound on in (52) remains valid when L < N. Therefore the bounded relative error holds. In the case where p < 1, we have, using again N L L k=1 S (k) ≥ N k=1 S k and the convexity of the function
and therefore the bounded relative error property holds again. Remark 1: In the particular Weibull setting where p = d = α, the conditional MC estimator does not impose a restriction on the value of α which can take any strictly positive value. This is in contrast with the IS estimator described in the previous section which assumes α to be between 0 and 1.
It is also important to note that the conditional MC estimator can be applied for 1 < L ≤ N when p i = p, a i = a, whereas d i is allowed to take arbitrary values. Moreover, a close look at the proof of Proposition 4 shows that the conditional MC estimator has bounded relative error for this setting as well.
B. Log-Normal Case
1) The Approach: We consider a sequence X 1 , · · · , X N of i.i.d standard Log-normal RVs whose PDF is
Let Y 1 , · · · , Y N be the associated normal RVs with zero mean and unit variance. Then, the probability is expressed as
The random vector Y = (Y 1 , · · · , Y N ) can be decomposed as, see [30] ,
where R is the Euclidean distance of Y from the origin and Θ is uniformly distributed over the surface of the N-dimensional Ball. Note that R and Θ are independent. Following this representation, the probability of interest is expressed as
We assume now that γ th ≤ 1. Note that as long as is not sufficiently small, when γ th > 1, the previous assumption is not restrictive since it can be efficiently handled using naive MC simulations. Under this assumption, we clearly observe that for a given realization in which one of the Θ i is greater than 0 then this realization will certainly not be in the set of interest { L k=1 exp RΘ (k) ≤ γ th }. Hence, it more convenient to condition on the event {max i Θ i < 0}. More clearly, the probability is written as
Given that P (max i Θ i < 0) = 1/2 N and by conditioning over
Given Θ, the function r → 
where F R (·) is the CDF of R which is given by
Thus, the conditional MC estimator is given aŝ
where Θ is uniformly distributed on the surface of the N-dimensional unit ball truncated over
The implementation of the conditional MC estimator requires then sampling of Θ truncated over {max i Θ i < 0}. This can be easily performed using the following procedure. First we sample Y 1 , · · · , Y N independently from the standard Normal distribution, then we set Θ i = −|Y i |/||Y|| 2 . It can be easily proven that the output of this procedure provides samples of Θ with the desired distribution. Regarding the quantity r(Θ) which is the solution of the non linear equation L k=1 exp r(Θ)Θ (k) = γ th , we approximate it via the use of the bisection method. To do that, we need to construct lower and upper bounds of r(Θ). Through a simple computation, we have the following inequality
2) Efficiency: The following proposition provides an efficiency result of the condition MC estimator.
Proposition 5: The conditional MC estimator is logarithmic efficient for 1 < L ≤ N . That is, for all > 0
Proof: To facilitate the understanding of the proof, we start with the case where L = N . Let us first construct a lower bound of r(Θ). To do that, we use the convexity of the exponential function as follows Equating the right hand side to γ th yields the following lower bound of r(Θ)
Hence, the second moment of the conditional MC estimator is upper bounded as follows
Now using the fact that (
Through the use of the following asymptotic behavior, see [31] ,
we get for a sufficiently small γ th the following upper bound
where C 3 is a constant independent of γ th . On the other hand, the probability has the following asymptotic behaviour [15] :
Therefore, we have for small enough γ th E Θ maxi Θi<0
This in particular shows that the conditional MC estimator is logarithmic efficient. Let us extend the proof to the case where L < N. Using the inequality N L L k=1 exp rΘ (k) ≥ N k=1 exp (rΘ k ), we construct a lower bound of r(Θ) given by equating the right hand side of the previous inequality to N L γ th . Then, using the same idea as in (68), we get
Moreover, the probability is lower bounded by
Using the asymptotic behavior of the right hand side term given in [32] P (X 1 ≤ γ th /L)
and following the same steps as for the case L = N , we get
Thus, the logarithmic efficiency holds for L < N as well. Remark 2: The logarithmic efficiency holds when X 1 , · · · , X N are i.i.d with parameters μ and σ. The proof is a simple modification of the above procedure. 
The computing time is the time needed by the estimator to get an estimated value of . When comparing the performances of two estimators, the one with the smallest WNRV is more efficient than the other since it exhibits a smaller relative error for a given computing time (or alternatively it requires less computing time for a given level of precision). The simulations are performed for three cases: the Pareto, the Weibull, and the Log-normal distributions. Then, the CDF of ordered i.n.i.d Gamma RVs is implemented. Note that the universal IS estimator described in section III-A is denoted by IS,u whereas the IS estimators presented in section III-B and section III-C are denoted by IS . Note also that the values of IS , IS,u , and CMC given in all the following tables are in fact sample averages using M independent replications of these estimators. Moreover, these values are also used to estimate in the expression of the relative error in (80).
A. Pareto Case
The system parameters in the Pareto case are as follows. The sequence X 1 , · · · , X N are i.i.d Pareto RVs with parameter α = 1. We aim to estimate the CDF of the sum of L = 4 first order statistics with N = 8 using the estimators IS and IS,u . Note that the variance of IS and IS,u can be computed using sample variance or directly through the expression 1 − 2 given in (8) . The corresponding results are given in Table I .
Numerical results show that the quantity RE( IS ) is decreasing as we decrease the threshold value γ th . Hence, IS achieves numerically the asymptotically vanishing relative error property which is stronger than the theoretical result of bounded relative error proven in Proposition 2. Moreover, IS is much more efficient than IS,u , which only achieves the bounded relative error as proved in Proposition 1, and the gain in performance is improving as we decrease the threshold values. Furthermore, from WNRV, the estimator IS remains more efficient than the universal estimator IS,u . Thus, whilê IS,u has the feature of being applicable to a wide range of distributions, its efficiency can be significantly improved for a particular choice of distribution.
B. Weibull Case
We consider the case where the sequence X 1 , · · · , X N are i.i.d Weibull RVs with parameter η and α and we compare the performance of both IS estimators with the conditional MC one. In order to be able to use the IS estimator IS described in section III-C, we restrict our analysis to the case where 0 < α < 1. Note that we set λ k = 1/L, k = 1, · · · , L. The system parameters are L = 4, N = 8, α = 0.5, and η = 1. The corresponding results are given in Table II From the values of the relative error, we deduce that the three estimators yield very accurate estimates of the unknown probability . Moreover, we validate that they have bounded relative errors which is in accordance with the theoretical results. Furthermore, the above results show that in terms of relative error IS outperforms IS,u and CMC . However, the estimators IS,u and CMC need less computing time and are better in terms of WNRV.
Let us now analyze the impact of α on the performance of these three estimators. To this end, we set α = 0.8 and we repeat the simulation using the same system parameters as in Table II . The results are given in Table III . We observe from these results that increasing α improves the efficiency of IS and CMC but has a negative effect on the estimator IS,u . Moreover, in terms of relative error, we point out that increasing α results in increasing the efficiency of the IS compared to CMC . This is consistent with the fact that for Table III shows also that the WNRV of CMC is slightly less than that of IS which is again due to the larger computational time required by the latter.
Finally, we investigate the impact of varying L. To this end, we provide in Table IV and Table V the results when L = 2 and L = 6 while maintaining N fixed. These tables show that the efficiency of the conditional MC estimator is improved as L increases. However, increasing L affects negatively the performance of IS and IS,u . This in particular suggests to opt for CMC when L is close to N . In the case where L is close to 1, we observe that IS is more efficient than CMC . Moreover, while the relative error of IS is smaller than IS,u , IS,u has smaller WNRV than IS . This suggest to opt for IS,u when L is close to 1.
C. Log-Normal Case
We consider the case where the sequence X 1 , · · · , X N are i.i.d Log-normal RVs with parameter μ and σ and we aim to detect the region for which the conditional MC estimator CMC outperforms the universal IS estimator IS,u and vice versa. The simulation parameters are L = 4, N = 8, μ = 0 and σ = 2. The corresponding results are in Table VI .
This table reveals that both estimators yield accurate estimates in the considered range of probability values. More precisely, the values of the relative error in Table VI indicate that 10 6 samples are sufficient to ensure a precise estimate of in the region between 10 −10 and 10 −5 . Note also that for values of that are larger than approximately 7 × 10 −8 , the conditional MC estimator has smaller relative error than the universal IS one. However, as we decrease the threshold, the opposite conclusion is observed. Moreover, this table shows also that CMC is more time-consuming than IS,u . This is the reason why IS,u has smaller WNRV than CMC .
In Table VII and Table VIII , we vary L in order to study its impact. The same conclusion as in the Weibull case are deduced. In fact, for fixed N , the closer is L to N , the better (respectively the worse) is the performance, in terms of relative error, of the conditional MC estimator (respectively the universal IS estimator). This observation suggests to work with the conditional MC estimator when L is close to N and with the universal IS estimator when L is close to 1. However, when we consider the WNRV, Table VII and Table VIII reveal that, for the considered range of probability and the considered system's parameters, the universal IS estimator is more efficient than the conditional MC one.
D. i.n.i.d Gamma Case
We aim to show the applicability of the proposed estimators to the i.n.i.d case. To this end, we consider the problem of estimating the CDF of the sum ordered i.n.i.d Gamma RVs (Generalized Gamma with p = 1). This serves to compute OP values at the output of GSC receivers combined with MRC d = (1, 1, 1, 1, 0 .5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5) t AND M = 5 × 10 5 over i.n.i.d Nakagami fading channels. We show in Table IX the results given by the universal IS estimator IS,u and the conditional MC one CMC for the case where N = 8, L = 4, p = a = 1 and d = (1, 1, 1, 1, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5) t . From the values of the relative error shown in Table IX , we point out that both estimators yield accurate estimates of . Moreover, we observe that the conditional MC estimator outperforms the universal IS estimator since W ( CMC ) is less than W ( IS,u ). Furthermore, the outperformance is increasing as is rare and rare. For instance, the conditional MC estimator is approximately 163 (respectively 506) times more efficient than the universal IS estimator when γ th = 1 (respectively γ th = 0.1).
E. Improvement of the Conditional MC Estimator
From the smoothness of the conditional MC estimator, it may be interesting to employ the Quasi MC method and investigate whether it leads to further improvement. We consider, as an example, the case of the Weibull distribution whose corresponding conditional MC estimator is given in (40) and can be written as CMC = h 1 (S). We use [25, Algorithms 3.19 and 3.22] in order to map a uniform RV U over the N-dimensional cube into the random vector S by S = h 2 (U). With this transformation, the quantity can be expressed as
with h = h 1 • h 2 . The idea of quasi MC is to consider deterministic quasirandom points and estimate using the sample mean. The objective is to improve the convergence rate to O M −1/2−δ instead of O M −1/2 when using i.i.d uniform random points over the N-dimensional cube. However, in order to be able to estimate the error, we consider instead the randomized quasi MC method in which the quasi random points U i , i = 1, · · · , M are now random points, see [25, Algorithm 2.3] and [33] . Therefore, is estimated by
Since U i are dependent, we can not estimate the variance of RQMC by sample variance. To overcome such a problem, we produce m independent copies RQMC,k , k = 1, · · · , m, of RQMC and estimate by the sample mean of these copies. An estimate of the variance of RQMC is then given by the sample variance of these m copies. In Fig. 1 , we plot the square root of the variance of RQMC as a function of M as well as the MC error rate which is O M −1/2 . This figure shows that the randomized quasi MC estimator has a better rate of convergence than the MC method. In fact, through data fitting, the square root of the variance of RQMC decreases with a rate equal approximately to −1. Thus, this result ensures a further improvement of the conditional MC estimator in terms of computational effort.
VI. CONCLUSION
We developed in this paper two efficient variance reduction techniques in order to estimate the cumulative distribution function of the sum of order statistics. This applies to outage probability computation at the output of receivers with generalized selection combining scheme combined with either maximum ratio combining or equal gain combining diversity techniques. We first provided a universal importance sampling estimator and showed that it achieves the bounded relative error property for most of the well-practical distributions. Moreover, we showed how this approach can be improved if we settle for particular distributions. We also provided a conditional Monte Carlo estimator that has the bounded relative error in the Generalized Gamma case and the logarithmic efficiency in the Log-normal case. Moreover, we studied numerically the efficiency of these estimators and identified the regions in which each estimator performs better than the others. Finally, we showed numerically that the conditional Monte Carlo estimator can be further improved using the randomized quasi Monte Carlo method. Nadhir Ben Rached was born in Nabeul, Tunisia. He received the Diplôme d'Ingénieur degree from the École Polytechnique de Tunisie, La Marsa, Tunisia, in 2012, and the M.S. degree in applied mathematics and computational science from the King Abdullah University of Science and Technology, Thuwal, Saudi Arabia, in 2013, where he is currently pursuing the Ph.D. degree in statistics. His current research interests include rare event simulation algorithms for the accurate performance analysis of wireless communication systems.
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